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Abstract- Graphical password is somewhat better than alphanumeric password. Images and photos are easy to remember than digits or alphabets, but images takes more space than alphabets or numbers. So we need some kind of optimization. In this paper we are representing the authentication given to cloud by using graphical password with better space & time complexity. We proposed an algorithm in which username & password is given. Password is graphical password. This can be similar to another existing methods but it will reduce the complexity of some of the existing algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a great emphasis to provide more security for passwords. The 21st century stands out as the more advancing age of world-wide-web and related contents, highly exposing information which innovated before a second or say in respect of many seconds. Probably the most traditional opportunity for authentication is textual Pass word. Users first option for authentication is often textual passwords. Mostly users select short and simple password to be able to be easily memorized and is particularly usually recalled on the login-time. In common many experts have surveyed that the normal users is required to memorize at the very least 3 account particulars. again in addition to this the user has got to remember password for banking, e-commerce, social networking sites together with email accounts. Short and uncomplicated textual passwords are simple remember, but might be easily hacked whilst random and lengthy passwords are secured but hard to think about. to overcome this matter visual authentication systems were proposed. But in addition in today’s changing world these were easily prone to shoulder surfing assaults. Many others authentication schemes was proposed to overcome the shoulder browsing on attacks but such a can at least assist in improving the performance of graphical private information authentication scheme.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

1. Secure User Authentication in Cloud Computing Management Interfaces-Liliana F. B. Soares et.al.-
This report proposed variable factor authentication. The convergence to help Single Sign-On (SSO) models is being used to eradicate or decrease account password management complexity. Such mechanisms could be based on public-key cryptography and might resort to several technologies to boost user knowledge, specifically Quick Response (QR) limits, Short Message Services (SMSes), Honest Program Modules (TPMs), as effectively as contactless Near Industry Connection (NFC). Another trend leans towards adoption of risk-based authentication. Efforts for locking down authentication are mainly being undertaken with the Initiative for Open up AuTHentication (OATH) with the Fast IDentity On the world wide web (FIDO) alliance. Security is offered from proxy gateway level.

Advantages-
- authentication could be evolving to device-centric and user-centric.

Disadvantages-
- Phishing attack & spam attack can be possible in this technique.

2. Multi-level Authentication Technique for Accessing Cloud Services-
This paper provides the rigid authentication system by introducing the particular multi-level authentication technique which generates/authenticates the particular password in multiple levels obtain the cloud solutions. In this particular report, details of offered multilevel authentication technique are presented as well as the architecture, activities, information flows, algorithms in addition to probability of accomplishment in smashing authentication.
This method has two distinct entities:
i) Cloud service provider, and
ii) Authenticated customer corporations that gain access to the particular cloud solutions.

Cloud service corporation, provides the solutions & Authenticate users develop the effect of checking the understanding before using cloud.

Various levels connected with password authentication/generation are-
(1) Organization level.
(2) Team level.
(3) User Level.

There can be multiple levels involving level two & level 3.

Advantages-
• This method gives multiple advanced of security, which is much better then previous methods.
• Hacker need to help break the password in any respect level.

Disadvantages-
• It’s really tedious work not to ever forget multiple passwords.

(3). Grid Based Scheme -Authentication Using Graphical Password in Cloud, Ming-Huang Guo et.al.-

A grid contain multiple number connected with blocks. User have to select a routine blocks. Back ground of grid is going to be some images. User think that he is choosing the sequence connected with images, but actually he's planning to select a routine of grid prevents.

That selected sequence will possibly be user’s all occasion password.

Advantage-
• Very simple remember.

Disadvantage-
• Shoulder Searching, Thesaurus attacks. may be possible with this structure.


Security at static occasion is hack ready. Suppose if all of us blocked any user by 10,000 static indicates, then a creative hacker can just find a new opportunity intended for hacking. So security from dynamic time is very much required. Giving security from dynamic time is very difficult task, but this report gives an algorithm to present security dynamically. Suggested a shared authentication structure between user & impair. This method offered three steps-
(1) Sign up Phase.
(2) Get access Stage.
(3) Impair Authentication Phase.

User ought of do their sign up honestly. Then mutual authentication is conducted between user & cloud.

Advantages-
• Multi-level dynamic protection provide greater advanced of security.

Disadvantage-
• User identification vary. Its very trial to identify appropriate user accurately.  
• Spoofing attack can be possible in this technique.

(5) Graphical Password Authentication-ShraddhaM. Gurav et.al.

This paper proposed very easy method and that is simple to remember. In the offered method user should get into their username. On the basis of user name some pictures are caused. user selects any one of these that will be his in history password.
Advantages-
• Highly safeguarded Mechanism.
• Very easy to not forget password on an extended time.

Disadvantage-
• Shoulder Surfing & Dictionary attack can be possible in this structure.
• It will take more space in database. So processing might be very slow.

Table:- Comparision table of literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identity Management</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USER Privacy</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Authentication</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. GAPS IN LITERATURE REVIEW

(1) Shoulder Surfing- Shradha M. Gurav et al proposed a very nice, new & secure mechanism. All graphical password are easy to remember but shoulder surfing is very easy task for attacker. When user selects his password at registration phase unauthorized person can see easily his selected password. Although this scheme is very much secure then older schemes, but it need to store a huge number of images, which slows down the processing speed.

(2) Dictionary attacks- attacker can try for all the words from dictionary randomly. If any one of them matched its going to process login phase.

(3) User Identification - User identification can vary. Its very difficult task to identify correct user accurately. If we will go for fact or common identification it will be very easy task for dictionary attacker to guess the correct password.

(4) Spoofing Attack

(5) Space & Time complexity- If we are going for graphical password rather than alphanumeric password, its going to take more space & will cause to slow down our process, while retrieving the data. So during Graphical
password we must take care about space & time complexity.

(6) Multiple Password- Providing multiple password to user is one of the easiest way to secure the system but remembering multiple password can be a tedious task for user.

(7) Phishing Attack & Spam Attack-

IV. FUTURE SCOPE

Providing static time security is less secure than dynamic security mechanism. Our system is dynamically secure but in future we will need is more dynamic mechanism to secure our data. During graphical password processing speed is a biggest concern. So in future mechanism can be analyzed & faster scheme can be implemented with highly security.

V. CONCLUSION

Alphanumeric password is not an easy task to remember when we have a huge number of password to remember. What solution is graphical password. But graphical password is an easy task to guess. For that some schemes provide a set of images on the basis of user name, So its very tedious task to guess images among different set of images. But another problem arise is processing speed more image will take more space, so processing speed is going to be slow. What we need is some kind of optimization.
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